Meileval Images of Joseph
ani His Brethren In Picardy
by Elaine C. Block

ost misericords portray profane themes : proverbs, occupations, daily
life activities or monsters and grotesques. However, occasionally we
find a biblical scene settled among the profane. Programs based on the
New Testament are carved on many sets of choir stalls, usually the jouée or dorsal panels where they may be easily viewed. Carvings of extraordinary quality
are on the jouée panels of the Cathedral of Amiens and of St. Gertrude of Louvain. The Cathedral of Auxerre is the only church that has a set of misericords,
mid-sixteenth century, replacing an older set, dedicated entirely to the New Testament with a few saints. Saint-Sulpice de Favières (Essonne) has several carvings of Christ and Mary plus several saints. A few New Testament scenes are
scattered among misericords in British churches.
The only sets of misericords dedicated to the Old Testament are at the Cathedral of Amiens1, the churches which house the remains of the choir stalls from
the Abbey of Saint-Victor2, destroyed during the French Revolution, and the Dominican church at Lou vain in Belgium. The Saint-Victor carvings fortunately
were sold before the Revolution and more than half survive in a few small
churches not far from Paris3. In addition, one row of choir stalls at Champeaux
(Seine et Marne) is devoted to the Old Testament story of Job. Several sets in
France, Great Britain and Spain present isolated Old Testament scenes such as

M

1
For a description of the ensemble of stalls at Amiens Cathedral see : A-T. DUVAL, Les Stalles
de la cathédrale d'Amiens, 1843 and G. de TOURTIER, Les Stalles de la cathédrale d'Amiens, Lyon,
Lescuyer.
2
For a description of the choir stalls of the Abbey Saint-Victor see : L. RÉGNIER, « Les Stalles
de l'Abbaye de Saint Victor », Bulletin Archéologique du comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques, 1922.
3
Fontenay-en-Parisis (Val d'Oise), Evreux, Municipal Museum (Eure), Soignolles (Seine-etMarne), Villabé (Essonne).
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Samson at several stages of his life or David and Goliath. A few other Old Testament scenes are the subjects of scattered misericords in Great Britain.
Our intent in this article is to explore some of the reasons why the misericords
of the Amiens choir stalls are devoted to the Old Testament, particularly to the
life of Joseph and his Brethren. Of the 110 remaining choir stalls (of an original
120), forty-six of the misericords, almost half of the seats, portray events in the
life of Joseph and his Brothers. Additional Joseph scenes are on ramps and on
one dorsal panel. At Saint-Victor we just see two scenes of Joseph although there
were probably a few more in the original set — but nothing like the percentage
that we see at Amiens. Saint-Victor misericords are more equitably divided
among the stories of The Creation, Moses, Tobias, Job, David, Noah, Susannah...

Joseph in the Medieval Bible
Joseph is not the most popular Old Testament figure on misericords ; we
award that status to Samson who tears the jaws of a lion and carries the gates of
Gaza on misericords and jouées in a number of countries. However, Samson is
quite absent from medieval bibles and, if the bible includes the Old Testament,
Joseph is the primary character. It should be noted that Old Testament scenes
are minimal or totally absent in bibles illustrated in Great Britain but they exist
in almost equal numbers to New Testament scenes in medieval bibles illustrated
in France, especially in Picardy.
One window at Chartres, one at Bourges, Saint-Chapelle and Saint-Merri in
Paris as well as a number of other Isle de France church windows are dedicated
to Joseph. Two windows at the cathedral of Erfurt tell this story. Also, surprisingly there is a Haggadah from Barcelona4, the Sarajevo Haggadah, which tells
Joseph's story, although the subject of a Haggadah logically begins with Moses
or includes no Old Testament scenes at all.
Several French picture bibles, from Picardy, and the north of France, amply
illustrate the story of Joseph5. Rylands Bible6, produced in Picardy in the fourteenth century and now in the Rylands Library of the University of Manchester,
England, consists of 57 illustrations, of which 21 relate the story of Joseph, approximately the same percentage of the Amiens choir stalls. Several folios, including Joseph's dream, selling Joseph to merchants, and showing his bloody
4
Barcelona Haggadah, British Library Add 14761 and J. SCHOENFELD, facsimile edition, London, 1922. The nineteen miniatures in this Haggadah of Joseph in Egypt are : Joseph's dreams, relating the dreams, cast into well, sold to Ismaélites, Potiphar throws into prison, butler's dream,
pharaoh's dreams, Joseph leaves prison, Joseph collects food, brothers kneel to Joseph, brothers
with Joseph, find cup in sacks, Benjamin comes to Egypt, Joseph revealed, brothers return with
gifts, Jacob comes to Egypt, Jacob dies, Jacob is buried. Haggadah's usually have no biblical
scenes, and Joseph's story especially was not relevant to the Passover meal.
5
R. GUERLIN, Notes sur les tableaux offerts à la confrérie de Notre Dame du Puy à Amiens,
Paris, 1898, p. 16. Amiens is described as an artistic center of Europe. Many works of art were
created in Picardy and exported to other countries, especially to Spain.
6
Rylands, French 5, is an Old Testament picture bible produced in Picardy in the second quarter of the sixteenth century. The captions are in Picard dialect. See R. FAWTIER Bible historiée toute
figurée de la John Rylands Library, Manchester, 1934.
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Fig. 1. High stalls with misericords showing Joseph's Story
Stalles hautes avec l'histoire de Joseph sur les miséricordes

Fig. 2. Misericord, Joseph's Dream of Wheat
Miséricorde, le songe des gerbes de blé
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coat to Jacob are seventeenth century additions. The illuminations show scenes
similar to the Amiens misericords and also show a multitude of characters and
architectural details. The illuminations are full page but with far less detail than
we see on the Amiens choir stalls. Clothing, for example, consists mainly of togas, heads are bare of hats.
The Pamplona Bibles7, produced in Northern Spain at the close of the twelfth
century, are more elaborate than the Ryland's. Part of this bible migrated somehow to Picardy in the middle of the fourteenth century. This bible has hundreds
of full-page illustrations, about half of which are concerned with Joseph and
they include even more details of the Joseph story than the Amiens misericords.
An interval with Thamar is depicted here as well as a revelation of Jacob as seducer of this woman.
The Joseph story is of interest simply as a story ; it includes prescient
dreams, sibling rivalry, sex, false imprisonment, wealth, reversals, and a man
who saves not only his people but also the world8. Joseph is an honorable figure who respects and loves his father and who loves and forgives his brothers
despite their abominable behavior towards him. For some reason this story was
especially appreciated in Picardy and the choir stalls must be a direct result of
the Joseph tradition in local bibles.
The history of Joseph presented in these bibles and on these misericords consists of a series of "types" prefiguring "antitypes" in the New Testament. The
Biblia Pauperum, an early block book presents on each of its forty pages, a
woodcut of a Christological episode9. A pair of prefiguring Old Testament
"types", one pre-Moses and the other after the Law was established, frames this
"antitype". Two of these pages present three images of Joseph as "types". Joseph
in the well prefigures the entombment ; the selling of Joseph prefigures the betrayal of Christ for thirty pieces of silver, and Jacob, his hands crossed, blessing
the sons of Joseph prefigures the Cross. The Biblia Pauperum was the main
iconographical influence on isolated Old Testament subjects on the choir stalls
in Great Britain, especially those at Ripon in Yorkshire.
A type of bible produced from the end of the twelfth to the fourteenth century, in France or Bruges, is known as the Moralized Bible, of which fifteen
survive. At least one of these bibles was illustrated in Amiens. Following the
picture bible tradition, these books had many illustrations and minimal text. Images are generally in roundels, two rows with eight images in each. Text is either between or at the sides of the images. At least half the images are not Old
Testament, but are either the New Testament episodes prefigured or an interpretation of an Old Testament scene as a virtue or a vice.
The Vienna Bible, Codex Vindobonensis 2554 in the National library of Vienna but produced in France in the thirteenth century, has eight medallions on
7

Amiens Municipal Library ms 108.
See D.B. REDFORD, A Study of the Biblical Story of Joseph (Genesis 37 — 50), Leiden, E.T.
BRILL, 1970. Here the Joseph story is described as « a masterpiece of storytelling perhaps unequalled in biblical literature ». Some of the motifs which elevate the story above others : Youth triumphant, young brother superceding his elders, dreams of revelation, spurned wife, magicians,
famine, divine inspiration (pp. 86-113).
9
A. HENRI, Biblia Pauperum : a facsimile edition, Ithaca, New York, Cornell University Press,
1987. Joseph is depicted as a « type » twice on page 82 and once on page 111.
8
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each page, most of them providing analogies of 2,500 stories from the Old and
New Testament10. Analysis of the medallions from f8v to fl5r, the pages dealing
with the Joseph episodes in Genesis reveal moral implications and predictions in
terms of "anti-types". I am hypothesizing that the picture bibles, especially the
moralized bibles, influenced the Old Testament cycle and the iconography of the
Amiens misericords as the Biblia Pauperum influenced Old Testament misericords in Great Britain. Each scene predicts a Christological event and that is
why it is on a misericord. The Amiens carvers had a number of bibles to choose
from and the cycle had already passed into tradition. For example :
The scene of Potiphar's wife seducing Joseph is interpreted as the vice of
Lust. The wife complaining about Joseph represents the Synagogue that complained about Christ11.
Joseph cast into prison prefigures Christ harrowing hell12. In both cases the
inmates of these two prisons adored the newcomer ; the baker and the butler
adored Joseph and the patriarchs adored Christ.
The baker dreams he carries on his head three baskets of flour, dough and
meat. The dough represents covetousness, the flour is pride and the meat is lust.
Birds peck those who commit these sins ; devils ensnare the sinners and carry
them to hell.
Joseph kissing Benjamin symbolizes Christ sending the Holy Spirit to his
Apostles as the Pentecost, and that scene is depicted below Joseph and Benjamin.
A number of scenes present Jacob as a Heavenly Father. For example when
he blessed the sons of Joseph, he crosses his arms to bless the younger son with
his right hand, thus showing preference for the younger New Testament13.
Jacob's death represented the death of good Jews and prophets who went to
hell before the coming of Christ.
The four wheels of the cart in which the brothers sent gifts to Joseph are interpreted as the four evangelists.
There is no need to infer these relationships for they are shown explicitly in
image and word.

Joseph at Amiens
The misericords and related choir stall sculptures of Joseph at Amiens encompass almost all the details recounted in Genesis from the dreams of the
young Joseph to his death in Egypt. The story is told on 46 misericords (fig. 1),
the dorsal panel of one honorary stall, and six ramps. The Amiens scenes are
described in the appendix of this article.
On the dorsal panel of seat NH-01 the successful Joseph rides in a luxurious
chariot as he supervises agriculture in Egypt.
10
Vienna moralized bible, Codex Vindobonensis 2554 in the Vienna Osterreichische Nationalbibliotheque. Commentary and Translation of Biblical Texts by Gerald B. Guest, Harvey Miller,
1992.
11
Vienna bible op. cit. 10r column a p. 62.
12
Ibid. lOr column c p. 62.
13
Jacob blesses Joseph's sons and the Crucifixion : Vienna 14v.
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Fig. 3. Ramp, Joseph cast into the well
Rampe, Joseph dans le puits
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Fig. 4. Misericord, Reuben sees the empty Well
Miséricorde, Ruben retrouve le puits vide
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The Joseph cycle at Amiens is therefore not unusual but follows the traditional cycle of the French illustrated and moralized bibles. Generally, the
Amiens carvings are much more detailed than the drawings in the bibles. Clothing in the bibles, for example, is often limited to a simple toga and hats are generally missing. The Moralized Bibles are more detailed.
The architectural details at Amiens are also much more complete than those
in the Bibles.
In comparing the misericords with the bibles I selected a few of the better
known scenes : Joseph's dream of the wheat, Joseph cast into the well, Joseph
and Potiphar's wife, the pharaoh's dreams, the banquet of the brothers and Jacob blessing Joseph's sons. The bibles are those known as the Hague, Prague,
Morgan, Vienna, Rylands, Bodleian, and the Psalter of Saint-Louis.
JOSEPH'S DREAM OF WHEAT

The Hague bible allots one-quarter page to Joseph telling his dream14. There
is no sign of wheat or stars nor is there a background. Joseph faces his seated father, one hand pointing upwards. Eight brothers in simple dress and bareheaded,
although only the heads of seven are seen behind one brother, stand behind
Joseph.
In the Prague bible the dream of wheat is on one half a page. Two scenes are
compressed into one picture. Joseph sleeps, fully dressed, leaning on one hand
and we see one sheaf of wheat behind him ; Joseph appears once more, in his
coat of many colors, standing on nine fallen sheaves of wheat. He points up and
toward his father as his eleven brothers, in simple dress and bareheaded, make
varying gestures. Only two brothers are seen fully while heads indicate that the
others are there, standing behind the group.
The Psalter of Saint-Louis, unusual for a psalter, shows Joseph half lying in
bed, covered with a blanket and wearing a Jew's hat.
Sheaves of wheat and stars fill the back of his space. On the other half of the
page Joseph appears to be telling his dream to two people, also wearing Jew's
hats. One appears to be paying no attention.
At Amiens a beardless Joseph stands before one tall sheaf of wheat and one
that has toppled over (fig. 2). He faces his father and nine of his brothers —
there seems no room for the others — all of whom are dressed in long robes
and hats. Some of the brothers are bearded and Joseph seems as tall as the others. His second dream of the stars and the sun is essentially the same except that
the sun and stars replace the sheaves of wheat. The gestures of the brothers may
indicate that some are amazed and that several are bored.
JOSEPH CAST INTO THE WELL

On one half page of the Prague bible the sale of Joseph is paired with Joseph
apparently standing in the well and also being pulled out by one brother. In the
14

Hague, Bibliothèque Royale A261, XIII century, probably for the Abbey of Saint-Bertin.
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center of the picture the nine other brothers are seated outdoors while they eat
their picnic lunch.
The pages of the Hebrew bible at the Morgan Library are divided into quarters15. One quarter of a page shows the seated Jacob sending small Joseph, who
carries a pitcher, to join his brothers. The other part shows two brothers, each
holding one of Joseph's arms, lowering him into the well. On the right side of
the page again there are two parts of the story. Joseph is still in the well but
about to be pulled out by a brother. Reclothed, but not with his coat of many
colors, he is handed over to a man who gives the brother a full purse in exchange. Joseph is seen a third time on a camel as he rides away.
In the Psalter of Saint-Louis, the brothers, in a field with sheep, appear to be
discussing the fate of Joseph. One, standing apart, probably Ruben, wears a
Jew's hat. At the right, Joseph is being lowered into the well in a position very
like that in the Morgan bible.
In the Bodleian moralized bible, Joseph is stepping out of the well in one
roundel. In the roundel below, the "antitype", Christ, is stepping out of his tomb.
At Amiens several misericords and ramp carvings refer to the episode of
Joseph in the well. On one of the ramps two, now headless brothers, are pushing Joseph into a brick well that appears too small for him (fig. 3). Joseph
seems calm and has folded his hands in prayer. He is well dressed and the brothers sport a scalloped cape with ornate sleeves, not the garb of shepherds. On
the same ramp two brothers are dying the famous coat with blood. On a misericord we see Joseph being pulled out of the small well. The brothers seem to
be having some trouble since one pulls his torso and another lifts one leg while
the other leg still seems to be in the well. When the Ismaélites arrive the brothers are eating, not a picnic, but, wearing long robes and hats, they are sitting
around a table, rather empty except for a plate with a cooked bird on it. Another misericord shows a scene only rarely included in the Joseph cycle, of
Ruben distraught at finding the empty well (fig. 4).
JOSEPH AND POTIPHAR'S WIFE

The Morgan bible collapses two scenes on one quarter of a page. Potiphar's
wife stands in a doorway and holds one edge of Joseph's coat. He faces outward, one hand on his heart and the other raised, probably as a refusal. The result of this episode appears at the side as we see Joseph in prison, an iron ring
around his neck. The baker, asleep, has a plate of bread on his head and the
butler holds a cup. They too wear iron neck rings.
At Amiens, Potiphar's wife and Joseph face each other in her bedroom. The
bed, covers askew, has two pillows. Joseph holds his coat closed with one hand
and raises the other as if talking or refusing. A second misericord shows
Joseph, hat in hand and minus his coat, heading toward the door. The woman,
now seated on the bed, has removed her shoes. A third misericord shows the
15
S.C. COCKERELL, introduction and legends, Old Testament Miniatures, facsimile edition of an
illuminated bible at the Morgan Library with additional leaves from the Bibliothèque nationale in
Paris and from the collection of Dr P. and I. LUDWIG in Aachen, George Braziller, New York,
1975.
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Fig. 5. Ramp, Pharaoh's Dream
Rampe, Pharaon pendant le songe des vaches grasses
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wife showing the coat to Potiphar and two other men as an accusai of Joseph.
Other scenes include Joseph in prison.
THE PHARAOH'S DREAM OF THE FAT AND LEAN COWS

One quarter of a page of the Hague bible shows the sleeping pharaoh. He is
dressed, crowned and half sitting. There is no sign of cows or corn. In the
Prague bible, the pharaoh, again clothed and crowned sleeps in what appears to
be a bathtub. One of the seven lean cows is biting one of the seven fat cows.
Good green stalks of corn alternate with dry brown stalks. In the Morgan bible
the pharaoh, simply dressed but still crowned, sleeps on a curtained bed. A
group of fat and lean cows are biting each other below. Seven stalks of corn
grow straight while others are small and bent. In the adjoining scene the seated
pharaoh faces four men, two of whom wear Jew's hats, probably the magicians
he called to try to interpret his dreams.
The pharaoh's dream at Amiens is depicted twice on a ramp rather than on a
misericord. He is asleep but seated in a chair. He is fully dressed in his long
robe with a fashionable belt of bells and a turban on his head (fig. 5 and 6). The
fat and lean cows walk along the ramp moulding at his feet. On a misericord the
seated pharaoh, in long robe and turban, speaks to five wise men he has called
to interpret his dreams.
On the Saint-Victor misericord of the dreaming pharaoh, now at Fontenayen-Parisis (Oise), Pharaoh is sleeping in a canopied bed, nude except for the
crown on his head, but covered by blankets and his head comfortably resting on
a pillow. The cows emerge behind the head of his bed and... a chamber pot is
within reach.
THE BANQUET OF THE BROTHERS

In the Egypt of the Pharaoh, the Egyptians were forbidden to eat with the
Jews. At Amiens, Joseph is shown dining at a table separate from his brothers
(fig. 15). He sits alone and four brothers, including little Benjamin, sit at another table. In the Prague bible Joseph stands between two tables. His arms are
crossed before his body ; the mace in his right hand pointing to the Egyptian
table and his left hand pointing to his brothers. Three brothers sit at the table
feasting while the others seem to be behind them. The table has a wealth of food
in assorted dishes or directly on the tablecloth. Joseph is not explicitly separate
from his brothers but neither is he dining with them. In the Morgan bible the
brothers are welcomed into the house, and are embraced by Joseph as he sits
between them at their table. His presence is obvious since Joseph is at least a
head taller than his brothers.
JACOB BLESSING THE SONS OF JOSEPH

The bibles that show Jacob blessing the sons of Joseph invariably show Jacob
crossing his arms before him so that the younger son, on his left, is blessed by
his right hand, thereby showing the preference for the New Testament. In the
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Bodleian the scene is followed by the "antitype" the crucifixion. At Amiens, Jacob just blesses the younger son with his right hand. His left hand rests on his
lap. Amiens, therefore, may be making an even stronger statement for the older
son, that is, the Old Testament, receives no blessing at all.
We are saying therefore that the source of the Amiens misericords and the
carvings on the ramps consist of a series of "types" comparable to those in the
illustrated and moralized bibles perhaps especially the one from France now at
the Bodleian Library. Even the roundels of the Bible are reflected in the curved
and rounded compositions of the Amiens misericords. We propose that these
bibles, several of which were produced in Amiens from the twelfth to the fourteenth centuries, were used as pattern books for the carvings. The themes are
the same ; the details and the style vary.
JOSEPH AND HIS BROTHERS

The misericords at Amiens focus especially on Joseph with his brothers,
scenes that are not found in the illustrated bibles. Twenty-five of the forty-six
misericords include most or all of the brothers. They are in the early scenes
when Joseph tells his dreams, in the scene where he is sold to the Ismaélites
and again in Egypt with many scenes showing both of the brothers'arrivals in
Egypt, getting grain, dining, in prison and every possible event in the story involving the brothers. These group scenes, such as the brothers washing their
feet or talking to Joseph's servants, do not appear on other bibles. Except possibly for the Pamplona Bible, Amiens has more scenes with the brothers than
any of the books or windows.
I am proposing one possible reason for this emphasis. During the thirteenth
to the seventeenth century, especially at the close of the fifteenth and start of
the sixteenth century, a very important brotherhood existed in Amiens, NotreDame du Puy d'Amiens16. Its members came from church and from town. This
brotherhood was specially concerned with the arts and it seems to me an impossiblity that a town with such a powerful group could commission anything
less than a great set of choir stalls. Each year a master of this brotherhood was
elected and he offered a major painting, dedicated to the virgin, to the cathedral. Several include a group portrait of the brotherhood underneath the religious subject. The cathedral discarded these paintings in the seventeenth century but a few still remain in the Amiens Museum. I am proposing that the emphasis on Joseph's scenes with his brothers is in honor of this brotherhood.

Conclusion
In conclusion, I feel that the Old Testament misericords at Amiens compose
not only an illustrated Bible, such as the frescoed ceiling at Saint-Savin, but that
it is a moralized Bible with the "types" from the Old Testament under the seats,
and the "antitypes", which everyone would have known, supplied by the exem16

See R. GUERLIN, op.

cit.
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Fig. 6. Ramp, detail, Fat Cows
Rampe, détail, Les vaches grasses

Fig. 7. Ramp, The Baker is hanged
Rampe, Supplice du panetier
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pla in the sermons of the priests. The sequence of misericords is not unique but
follows a popular cycle of biblical illustrations. However, it is unique to see this
cycle on misericords. Perhaps other sets of choir stalls once presented similar
cycles.
The story of Joseph was the most common Old Testament story in all the
French illustrated bibles and the Moralized bibles. This is a good story stressing the element of forgiveness that Joseph showed to his brothers. In addition,
Joseph is viewed as a préfiguration of Christ.
The emphasis on the Brothers may well be the result of the artistic importance of the Confrérie de Notre-Dame du Puy d'Amiens.
I therefore claim two major influences on the iconography of the Amiens
choir stalls, the Moralized Bible and the Confrérie Notre-Dame du Puy. The
arm-rests, portraits of the citizens of sixteenth century Amiens, show us the
readers of this last magnificent moralized bible.

Appeniix
JOSEPH CYCLE ON AMIENS MISERICORDS17

SB-17. Joseph's Dream of Wheat (fig. 2). Joseph tells his dream to a crowd of people. A well-dressed man with purse at his waist is second in the line before Joseph. Behind Joseph are two sheaves of wheat (Gen 37, 5-8).
SB-16. Joseph's Second Dream. The sun, the moon and eleven stars bow down before
Joseph. Joseph tells his dream to a crowd of people. The first man, bearded, is well
dressed in long robe with cape, large hat and large purse at his belt. The sun at left is
represented as a face in a cowl (Gen 37, 09).
SBJd Ramp. Jacob sends Joseph to his brothers who plot against Mm.
SBJc Ramp. Joseph is cast into the well ; three men take his coat of many colors and
dip it in the blood of a ram ; coat is taken to Jacob who grieves (fig. 3).
SB-15. Ismaélite Merchants Arrive. Three men sit at a table with platter of food in
the center. Bearded man at right arrives with a camel. Six men look on (Gen 37, 25-27).
SB-14. Joseph Is Sold to the Ismaélites. Two men lift Joseph from the well. There is
an exchange of money, 20 shekels, between two men at the left. Three others look on
(Gen 37, 28).
SB-12. Reuben Sees the Empty Well (fig. 4). Reuben, in robe and turban, stands before the empty hexagonal well and tears his clothes in grief. A windmill in the background is raised off the ground with stairs to the entry (Gen 37, 29).
SB-11. Reuben's Sorrow. Reuben reports to Jacob that Joseph is no longer in the well.
Three men, two of whom are bearded, stand behind Reuben and gesticulate (Gen 37,
30).
17

The letters and numbers describing the location of misericords were agreed upon by a group
of scholars (GIRS) conducting research on choir stall iconography. The letter N, S, W indicate the
cardinal directions of the walls in the choir against which the stalls are placed. Since there are double rows of stalls 'B'identifies the base stalls and 'H'the high stalls. The numbers indicate the place
of the misericords in their row starting from the west end usual entrance to the choir. Placement of
jouées, or end panels, are indicated by the same letters plus 'J\
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NWB-1. Ismaélites Bring Joseph to Egypt. A well-dressed man in long robe, which
he holds up with one hand, ankle high boots, and wide-brimmed hat tied under his chin,
stands before a laden camel and inclines his head toward Joseph. Behind Joseph stands
a man in hat and robe with wide scalloped collar. In the background is a well and tree
(Gen 37, 28). This misericord was placed out of sequence when the choir stalls were restored in the nineteenth century.
SB-10. Potiphar Buys Joseph. Bearded Potiphar wears a long loose cloak and hat with
wide turned-up brim. He holds the wrist of the young Joseph simply clad with hat in
hand. A bearded man in long robe with wide collar and mortarboard-type hat, who
holds a mace, faces Potiphar. Two other men stand at the sides (Gen 37, 36).
SB-09. Potiphar's Wife Attempts to Seduce Joseph. She wears a long gown with décolleté blouse and hat with flaps at the sides. She extends her hands toward Joseph. He,
in loose cloak and flat hat looks toward her, one hand raised and the other holding his
cloak. A bed is at the left, wood panelling behind and a gate at right (Gen 39, 6-9).
SB-08. Joseph Flees without His Coat. Potiphar's wife runs after the fleeing Joseph
who holds on to his hat but leaves his coat in her hands (Gen 39, 11-12).
SB-07. Potiphar's Wife Shows Joseph's Coat. Two men stand before her and a servant
stands behind them. One man holds a sword, point down, in the form of a cross as he
gesticulates to the second man. The second man, bearded, wears a wide-brimmed hat
and long robe. The robe is partly open to show his bare legs and possibly more (Gen 39,
13-15).
SB-06. Potiphar Jails Joseph. Bearded Potiphar wearing a long belted robe with short
cape and a double hat, tilts his head towards his wife who still holds Joseph's cloak.
Two men push Joseph, who wears a belted coat and flat hat, through the jail door (Gen
39, 16-20).
SB-05. Pharaoh Jails the Butler and the Baker. Pharaoh is seated, holding his mace,
now broken. His coat is parted to show a bit of his chest and his left leg bare from knee
to low boot. A man hastens the butler and baker through the jail door at the right. A
bearded man near pharaoh turns to him and holds on to his hat ; a man stands behind
pharaoh.
SB-04. Pharaoh Summons Magicians. Seated Pharaoh, without his mace, faces a
long-robed bearded man who wears a large cloth hat with upturned brim in front and
flap at the side. He holds a purse at his belt.
SBJb Ramp. Joseph explains dreams ; the baker is hanged (fig. 7).
SBJa Ramp. Pharaoh sleeps in chair ; seven lean and seven fat cows ; sleeping
pharaoh appears again under canopy (fig. 5 and 6).
SB-03. The Butler Speaks of Joseph. Pharaoh, seated on an ornate chair, without his
mace, faces a turbaned man dressed in long flared tunic with open collar and ornate
belt, hand to his heart. An elderly bearded man speaks with a clean-shaven man at the
right. A bearded man stands behind Pharaoh's chair (Gen 41, 9-13).
SWB-2. Joseph Emerges from Jail (fig. 8). A man holds open the door of the jail as a
bearded man with brimmed hat emerges. He faces the jailor with scalloped cape who
holds a bunch of keys in his right hand. Pharaoh stands, in long robe and turban, holding
a mace in his left hand. One man is beside him and one is behind him (Gen 41, 14-15).
On the back of seat NH-01 the leader of the people, Joseph rides in a luxurious chariot as he supervises the agriculture in Egypt (fig. 9).
NWH1. Joseph Marries Potiphar's Daughter (fig. 10). A priest with horned miter
stands at center and joins the hands of the young man and woman. Three well-dressed
women stand behind Asenath and three men, one with turban, stand behind Joseph (Gen
41, 45).
NHJa Ramp. Man at mill, Men with bags of grain ; men with many sheaves of wheat
(fig. 11 and 12).
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NWH-2. Arms of Adrien de Henencourt. Original stall was removed. The coat of
arms marks the dean under whose service the stalls were carved.
NWH-3. Jacob Sends Sons to Buy Corn. Jacob sits at left with a small child behind
his chair. Nine men of varied ages and dress, his sons, face him (Gen 42, 01-04).
NWH-4. Joseph's Brothers Bow before Him. The smiling man at left wears a large
hat and an honorific gold chain around his neck. Nine men face him ; the first doffs his
hat. A small donkey is at right (Gen 42, 06-07).
NH-05. Joseph Arrests His Brothers. Joseph, at left, is clean-shaven and wears a long
robe and hat with upturned brim. He wears an honorary chain-necklace over his robe.
Three men are in the foreground, one is behind and one is being pushed through a doorway. The older brothers are bearded (Gen 42, 15-17).
NH-06. Joseph Keeps Simeon in Prison. Joseph, in his royal garb, speaks to a group
of seven people. One hand is on his chest and the other is raised. One man half kneels
before him as if begging. One, bareheaded, kneels at the doorway, seen in NH-01, to
the prison. Two others are bareheaded and three wear different forms of hats (Gen 42,
18-24).
NH-07. Joseph Returns Money. Joseph, in royal garb, stands at left before a bench.
Three men in work clothes, each with a bag of grain stand at the right. Joseph orders his
aides to return the money his brothers have given him (Gen 42, 25).
NH-08. Joseph's Brothers Leave (fig. 13). Nine men who wear short tunics and various type hats and turbans, lead two donkeys that have packs over their backs (Gen 42,
26).
NH-09. Joseph's Brother Sees His Returned Money (fig. 14). Nine men, several
wearing hats or turbans, stand or half kneel around two large full sacks. One sack is
open and a bag of money lies on top of the grain. One brother stands behind this sack,
smiling, both hands raised from the elbow (Gen 42, 27-28).
NH-10. Jacob Refuses to Let Benjamin Leave. Eleven men, face the patriarch Jacob
who is seated at right. He wears a long robe with wide collar and a turban. The child
behind him, probably Benjamin, holds his arm. Jacob has one hand over his heart as he
speaks to his sons (Gen 42, 29-38).
NH-11. Jacob Permits Benjamin to Leave for Egypt. The same group we saw in NH10 faces Jacob who now extends one hand with two bags of money to his sons (Gen 43,
1-14).
NH-12. Joseph's Brothers Leave for Egypt. Seven men, of varying ages, and one donkey all face left, that is, opposite to direction they faced in the two previous scenes. The
turbaned Jacob stands behind. (Gen 43, 15).
NH-13. The Brothers Meet Joseph. Nine men of varying ages, face Joseph who,
garbed in royal robe, stands before a bench at left. Benjamin, hands in prayer, kneels before him. The head of a black man is visible behind this group (Gen 43, 15).
NH-14. Brothers Arrive at Joseph's House. Joseph, at left speaks with his aide. The
aide, hat in hand, extends his hand toward the last two brothers as they enter Joseph's
house. The house, behind a wall, has a tiled roof and an eave with three openings (Gen
43, 16-17).
NH-15. The Aide Allays Their Fears. Seven men, including the kneeling Benjamin,
fold their hands in prayer and face Joseph's aide (Gen 43, 18-23).
NH-16. The Brothers Wash Their Feet. Four men stand before the house, one is in
the doorway, and one just enters the house. A bareheaded man on all fours fills a jug
with water from an oval tub. They may be in a courtyard with side of house, roof and
window visible at left (Gen 43, 24).
NH-17. The Brothers Present Gifts to Joseph. The five men, one with turban and one
hatted, kneel before seated Joseph at left. Joseph wears a coat over his royal robe and
holds one lapel as he speaks. Each of the brothers extends a platter filled with unidentifiable objects. Behind is a crenellated wall and door with ogive arch (Gen 43, 26).
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NH-18. Joseph and His Brothers Dine (fig. 15). Joseph dines alone at a table on the
left. Four brothers at right are seated on stools around another table. It was forbidden for
Egyptians to dine with Israelites (Gen 43, 31-34).
NH-19. The Silver Goblet. Three men with large sacks before them stand before the
crenellated wall. Joseph, in royal garb and coat, extends an empty hand. His aide holds
an object, probably the goblet, above a filled sack (Gen 44, 1-2).
NH-20. Joseph Orders His Soldiers. Joseph, at left in royal robes, raises one hand
and an aide points to two soldiers. They are to go after his brothers. The soldiers wear
different types of armor and hold an axe, club and sword (Gen 44, : 4-5).
NH-21. The Aide Finds the Silver Goblet. Six of the brothers stand behind three open
sacks. The aide points to an object in one sack as two armed soldiers watch. Benjamin
stands with hands in prayer (Gen 44, 11-12).
NH-22. Judah Asks Joseph for Mercy. The seven brothers, before a crenellated wall,
stand or kneel before Joseph (Gen 44, 14-34).
NH-23. Joseph Reveals Himself (fig. 16). Six brothers stand before the crenellated
wall as the seventh, Benjamin, kneels before Joseph. Joseph has his arms around Benjamin's shoulders and may be about to kiss him (Gen 45, 01-15).
NH-24. Brothers Announce that Joseph is Alive. Jacob, seated at right, wears belted
robe with short cape and decorated hat with wide upturned brim. His six sons face him.
The first, hat in hand, conveys the news that Joseph is alive (Gen 45, 25-28).
NH-25. Joseph and Jacob Meet at Goshen. Joseph, hat in hat, embraces Jacob before
a crenellated wall. Three men stand at the sides (Gen 46, 29-30).
NH-26. Jacob Meets the Pharaoh. Pharaoh, clean-shaven in long robe and turban, sits
at right and holds a mace. Bearded Jacob, bareheaded in simple belted robe, kneels before him. Joseph, also bareheaded, stands behind Jacob while an aide stays at rear (Gen
47, 07-10).
NH-27. Joseph Promises Jacob's Burial. The two men sit before a wall and gate with
lock and hinges. A servant waits at the side. Joseph promises his father that he will bury
him with his forefathers (Gen 47, 28-31).
NH-28. Jacob Kisses Joseph's Sons. Jacob leans over to kiss the child at right while
the other son touches the back of his robe. Joseph stands by the second son as he holds
his robe closed in front. A turbaned aide is at rear. The scene occurs before the same
wall and gate as NH-27 (Gen 48, 10).
NH-29. Joseph Takes His Sons. Joseph places his arms around his grandsons as Jacob
and a turbaned servant remain at right (Gen 48, 12).
NH-30. Jacob Blesses the Sons of Joseph. Jacob, seated, places his right hand on the
head of Ephraim, the younger son, who stands to his left. Jacob's left hand remains on
his lap as the older son kneels at Jacob's left. Joseph stands behind. Behind is a wall
with tiled roof and elaborate details visible beyond. This scene usually shows Jacob with
crossed hands blessing both sons at the same time. It prefigures Christ's cross (Gen 48,
13-14).
NH-31. Joseph's Inheritance. Jacob, seated at right, extends his hand to Joseph. Other
brothers are behind. Jacob has left Joseph one ridge of land more than his brothers (Gen
48, 21-22).
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